
Brendan Adam and David 

 

Just writing to let  you know thatBOTRA Qld strongly oppose the HRA proposal to put a 15 % 

tax / levy on Owners of international and domiciled imported Stallion Services 

 

I think HRA need to be reminded that without these stallions being imported over to Australia 

in the past we wouldn’t have the quality of Racehorses we see racing every day on Australian 

soil HRA have encouraged this to happen over the last umpteen years now because there 

looking at charging the breeding industry for being successful 

 

I don’t know whether HRA realises that to import purchase Southern Hemisphere breeding 

rights costs millions 

 

Our Studs provide the industry with Sponsorship and Advertising probably in the vicinity of 

millions of dollars Australia wide if the Stallion Imported is not Successful the Owner wears 

the cost of this not the HRA 

 

Now HRA trying think of an easy way to raise money for Either Interdominion Everest style 

race Some other Major Race wants to Hit the Breeders another 15 % this will destroy our 

breeding industry and then in turn we will have No Racehorses  especially when Australian 

Breeders-have to  foot the bill for the big races and horses from New Zealand or Canada or 

USA come and win the race which by the way only 1 horse can win 

 

There is a very good saying in Succesfull business to Grow you look after the little fella and 

the big fella looks after himself not the other way around As you are aware our Breeding 

industry has declined in the number of Mares served every year 

 

Through the Hard work of the states of Australia we are seeing increases in the number of 

Mares bred this will decrease with this levy Whether HRA likes it or not Breeding needs to be 

affordable to Everybody in the industry or the industry will not grow you cannot take from the 

poor to give to the rich HRA is getting all excited about sales results but haven’t considered 

the cost to the breeder to Get a yearling to the Sales 

For Eg 

 

Nutrien sale Avge $31000 but when u take the Actual meen of the Ssle it was $23000 

A lot of horses by leading Sires didn’t make $15000 so those Breeders lost money it would of 

cost $30000 to get those yearlings to the sale 

 

This 15 % levy on Advertised service fees will be passed on to Mare owners because Stallion 

Owners have no choice in business you have to pass on a product price rise or you will go 

Broke 

 

This ludicrous decision by HRA must not happen or we will lose our Breeders 

 

No Breeders no racehorses no races no turnover no Prizemoney no harness racing 

 

Harness Racing participants  should not suffer because HRA can get an easy $2 million dollars 

a year by taxing there own constituents 

 

We Need Breeders and Racehorse and Owners Trainers And Drivers  Stablehands etc to 

Survive 

From the hobbyist to the professional 

 

Not  a Tax to Chase participants Away in Queensland we are just getting participants back 

 

I am sure I speak for the Majority of industry Constituents Australia wide 

 

Yours a very concerned 
 

President BOTRA Qld Daren Garrard 



 


